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Chapter Nine
Regional Dependence and Rural
Development in Central India: The
Pivotal Role of Migrant Labour"
CRISPIN N. BATES--
The problem of regional underdevelopment, particularly in
tribal India, has long been recognized and more than one pol-
itical party has campaigned on this issue.l The L:rdian constitu-
tion and state and central govemment development plans have
included special clauses aimed at assisting those groups, the
tribals or adiuasis, who are most affected by the problem. Reports
have been commissioned and investigations conducted, but
rarely have these ended in constructive or relevant action.2 The
work of anthropologists over a number of generations since the
' Crispin N. Bates, Moden Asian Studix, 19 , 3 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. 1985), pp. 573-92.
'- This paper is derived from the author's Ph.D. thesis'Regional Depend-
ence and Rural Development in Central India, 1820-1930', (Cambridge, 1984).
I A.B. Bardhan ,The Tribal Problem in India (Communist Party of tndia, 1976).
The 'jharkhand' movement in Bihar takes up the same issues, though the
current Assam agitation seems increasingly to be developing along com-
munal lines.
2 A critical review of State development planning is undertaken by Steve
Jones, 'Tribal Underdevelopment in lndia', Dnelopment and Change, (SAGE,
London and Beverly Hills), vol. 9 (1978), pp. 4l-70. For details of the post-
independence situation in central lndia, see the Government of Madhya
Pradesh's An Appraisal Report of Economic Problems in the Tribal Areas (Indore,
1961), and the various reports and bulletins of the Institute of Tribal Research,
and the Directorate of Tribal Area Development and Planning, Bhopal, and
of the Agro-Economic Research Centre for Madhya Pradesh at |abalpur.
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1920s has perhaps done most to tell us of the real depth of the
problem as it has affected central lndia. Foremost amongst them
was W.V. Grigson, the aboriginal tribes enquiry officer of the
govemment of the Central Provinces and Berar, whose 1944
report stands as the most comprehensive study available of the
condition of the tribal peoples of this region at the end of the
colonial period.3
There was a total of thirty-eight million scheduled tribals in
Lrdia according to the 1971, census and another five million
people who'by their social organisation'might also be regarded
as adiaasis.a Next to Orissa, the largest concentration of tribals is
to be found in Madhya Pradesh (twenty per cent of the national
total), and most of these in the districts of southem M.P. which
were formerly under the rule of the Central Provinces govem-
ment (see 
-up). 
Even today the economy of this area is only
partly monetized, settlements are scattered, communications
poor, and production mainly for home consumption. Histori-
cally, one of the more visible features of underdevelopment has
been the progressive expropriation of tribal lands. W.V. Grigson
found a fall in the average size of tribal tenant's holdings from
13.54 to 11.60 acres over the C.P. as a whole between the 1890s
and 1939-40, while tribal landlords (who enjoyed much greater
freedom of transfer) were almost entirely displaced in some
tahsils. Thus the number of Gond villages fell from 205 to 141.
in Narsinghpur district between 1866 and 1.907 and from294 to
I29 n Raipur district between 1859 and 1912, and no less than
270 villages were transferred in the Mandla district between
1868 and 1888, predominantly from tribal Gonds to mahajan-
moneylenders such as Raja Gokuldas, or to members of the
Kallar caste of distillers. A comparison between tribal popula-
tion and tribal landholding as a percentage of district totals also
3 W.V. Grigson,The Aboriginal Problem in the C.P. and Berar (Nagpur, 1944)
Ameiiorative legislation of the colonial period is summarized in appendix R).
Reference ought also be made to the pioneering work of D. Symington, Reporl
on the Aboriginal and HiIl Tribes of the Partially Excluded Areos in the Bombay
Presidency (Bombay, 1938), and the anthropological studies of V. Elwin, S.
Fuchs and C. Von Furer-Haimen-dorf.
4 Steve Jones, 'Tribal Underdevelopment', pp. t14-5.
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Map 1 Tribals as a Percentage of District populations
According to the 1.872 Census
confirms the impression that tribals tended to be concentrated
in the structurally weakest positions in the agricultural eco-
nomy, as landless labourers or as petty tenants, usually cultivat-
ing the poorest quality (barra) soils, in some cases using the most
primitive swidden techniques. This economic backwardness has
been compounded by social breakdown of which there is abun-
dant evidence.s
All too often the anthropological evidence on which we must
rely concentrates on the problematics of ethnology and cultural
5 For example, Edgar Hyde, the district commissioner for Mandla in 1940,
concluded that 'there seems to have been a more-or-less complete breakdown
in tribal authorities over the greater part of this district', and verrier Elwin
commented of the Baiga village of Binjhwar in Balaghat: 'The souls of the
people are soiled and grimy with the dust of passing motor-buses. In the
village, you are in the midst not of a living community, but of a collection of
isolated units.'E.S. Hyde to W.V. Grigson, Mandla,23 November 1940. Hyde
Papers, South Asian Study Cenhe, Cambridge, Box. II enclosure lg; Verrier
Elwin, The Baiga (London, 1939), p. 5'13.
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assimilation rather than on looking for the historical roots or the
economic forces behind the changes in tribal society that have
been observed. A step forward in the study of the dynamics
of regional underdevelopment in India was made by Sach-
chidanand Sinha.6 However, Sinha has been criticized for coin-
ing the emotive term'intemal colonialism' and for conceiving
this as purely a matter of inter-areal exploitation, arguing that
Bihar would be better served if its ties with the central govem-
ment rvere severed. This argument clearly missed the point that
within Bihar the tribals are the most exploited group and that
successive Bihar state govemments have been amongst the most
corrupt and inegalitarian of Indian legislatures.T An altemative
approach might be to invoke the interpretative value of a notion
of a distinct form of economy peculiar to the tribal and more
backward parts of India. The responsibility of the State in allow-
ing and even encouraging underdevelopment in these back-
waters of the Indian economy has been underlined by Jones and
Corbridge, as well as in my own research. Besides the issue of
the gradual expropriation of ancestral tribal lands, much more
could be said about neglect and the abuse of authority by the
colonial administration than there is room to describe. Instead,
I wish to stress here the idea that as a modified survival of
pre-colonial times, there also persisted a tribal form of economy
which in itself acted as an obstacle to the penetration of capital
and hence, indirectly, to the measures of reform proposed by
capitalist-oriented colonial and post-colonial govemments. This
backwardness was not merely a product of limited resources,
the usual neo-classical argument in favour of the theory of com-
parative advantage. Rather it was a matter of State, economy
and society combining to produce a set of social relations of
production that locked the tribal and more backward rice-grow-
ing areas of Chhattisgarh into a static non- correspondence to
capitalist inputs or (possibly worse) into a negative cycle of
6 Sachchidananad Sinha, The Internal Colony: A Study in Regional Exploitation
(New Delhi, 1973).
7 See Steve Jones, 'Tribal Underdevelopment', and S.E. Corbridge, 'The
State and the Transformation of the Tribal Economy of Chota Nagpur (Cam-
bridge Ph.D., in preparation), ch. II.
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cumulative causation, bordering on involution, as appeared to
be the case in Chhattisgarh.
While the development of the Narmada valley wheat zone
in the colonial period was largely State sponsored and fun-
damentally unbalanced, the development of the Nagpur-Berar
cotton zone benefited from a more propitious class strucfure and
land policy, and managed to attract the sort of productive invest-
ment sorely lacking from the Narmada valley. This launched it
onto a virfuous cycle of cumulative causation and economic
growth, but even this growth was subsidizedby those resident
in the tribal and rice-growing tracts who benefited, surely, in
that they were able to export surplus grain and surplus labour,
but who did not at the same time enjoy the economic clout to
demand something nearer the full value of their product in
retum and to convert this into productive investment on their
own land. This phenomenon perhaps goes some way toward
explaining the dynamics of the continuing underdevelopment
experienced in these parts. The longer these zones remained in
second placc and the more the developed lowlands advanced
ahead of them, the more locked they became into a subordinate
position, dependent on the crumbs falling from the tables of
their richer neighbours. Migrant labour was a key element in
this relationship as it became integral to the continuing repro-
duction of the economy of the underdeveloped zones as much
as it was integral to the competitive growth of both the wheat
and cotton zones. Lr this sense it was qualitatively more sig-
nificant than the parallel development of a trade in cheap grain,
which was important to the cotton-growing area, but repre-
sented a small advance as far as the rice zone was concemed,
which was only partly monetized and could equally well have
continued to export at the low levels of the early nineteenth
century when the only necessity was the need to raise cash to
pay the govemment revenue demand. Few Chhattisgarhi
farmers were broken by the decline in this outlet for surplus
grain during the depression of the 1930s. This was in marked
contrast with the nature of migrant labour. As can be demon-
strated from survey and cost of production statistics, migrant
labour amongst other sources of off-farm income was a necessity
il
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as far as the average smallholding Chhattisgarhi and tribal cul-
tivator was concerned, and the loss of this income could have
literally fatal consequences. Furthermore, the phenomenon of
cheap, migrant labour not only helps explain the articulation of
developed and underdeveloped economies (as has been de-
scribed in a number of studies of the southern African econ-
omy),8 but it also explains the curiosity of the development that
did take place in the wheat and cotton zones of cenhal India,
namely the speed with which it progressed (and failed), despite
the low average density of population for much of our period,
the distance of central India from the main export markets, and
the absence of the sort of major state investment that was to be
seen in the Punjab.
The nature of the problem can best be understood if we look
at the modest output of raw cotton in the year 1890-91 in Berar
and the Central Provinces. This came to a total of 3,308,000
maunds, or 2264,640,000 lbs. Most of the crop was reaped by
women and children. This being a labour-intensive business, an
active woman was able to gather only about thirty lbs of cotton
in a day, meaning that a minimum of 8,821.,3331abour-days were
8 See, for example, Lionel Cliffe, 'Labour Migration and Peasant Differen-
tiation: Zambian Experiences', I.P.S., 5,3 (April 1978), pp. 326-J6 and H.
Wolpe, 'Capitalism and Cheap Labour-power in South Africa: From Segrega-
tion to Apartheid', in H. Wolpe (ed.) The Articulation of Modes of Production:
Essays ftom Economy and Society (London, 1980). Studies of rural-rural migra-
tion in lndia, of any description, are notable for their absence, mainly due to
the difficulty in obtaining appropriate research materials. However, reference
may be made to Dietmar Rothermund, 'A Survey of Rural Migration and
Land Reclamation in India, 1885', /.P.S., 4, 3 (April Dn), pp.23M2,K. C.
Zachariah, A Historical Study of Internal Migration in the lndian Subcontinmt
1901-1931- (London, 196$ (a study based on census data), and Anand Yang,
'Peasants on the Move: A Study of Intemal Migration in [ndia', louraal ol
lnterdisciplinary History,xi, ' (Summer 1979),pp.3F58.I. Conrrcllet al., Migra'
tion from Rural Areas: The Eaidence from Village Studies (Delh| L976), dtaws
upon village studies of the past thirty years and is largely concerned with
rural-urban migration. Gail Omvedt in 'Migration in Colonial tndia: The
Articulation of Feudalism and Capitalism by the Colonial State', ].P.5.,7' 2,
pp. 18F-210, also discusses rural-urban migration but in addition has impor-
iant sections on migration to the Assam plantations and the effects on rural
wa8es.
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required to collect the entire crop. This compares with a total
population in the cotton zone of Nagpur, Wardha, Amraoti,
Akola, Yeotmal, Buldana and Nimar districts of.4,249,242. Ap-
proximately one-third of this population were agricultural la-
bourers, a total of approximately 1.,373,000 individuals, whilst a
sizeable proportion of the remainder (approximately 671,000)
dwelt in towns and cities and were thus unlikely to assist much
in agriculture. The labour requirements of cotton then had to
compete with the combined output of 22,523,000 maunds of
other produce being cultivated, and this at a time when cotton
covered only about thirty per cent of the Gross Cultivated Area
in the cotton zone as a whole. The demand for labour is thus
likely to have increased in proportion as the cotton area rose to
forty-four per cent of G.C.A. by the 1920s.e
A similar situation presented itself in the Narmada valley
wheat zone, where the population density was lower than in the
cotton zone (about 140 per square mile on average rn 1921.
compared with 170 per square mile in the cotton zone) and less
than thirteen per cent of the total population in the centre of the
zone were classed as agricultural labourers for most of our
period. The consequence was that as late as 1927,long past the
hey-day of the wheat trade, the total number of migrants flock-
ing into the valley to assist in the harvest operations was es-
timated at 120,000.10 The scale of this migration must have been
proportionately much greater in the 1.880s, when wheat exports
and acreages were 340 and twenty-five per cent higher, respec-
tively. Ihe 1901 census described the wheat migration as fol-
lows:
. . . in the jubbulpore haveli there is an immigration of Chaitharas, or
those who come in Chait (March-April) to cut the wheat crop. Year
by year . . . the Gond comes down from the Rewa hills to the Lodhi
9 For details of labour hired-in on farms of the cotton zone in the late 1930s
see Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, Report on the Cost of Production
of Crops in the Principal Cotton and Sugarcane Tracts of India (Delhi, 193&-39),
vol. VII, appendix V. Typically, 11.24 man days and 77.74woman days were
hired per acre in the Berar plains, compared with a deployment of 3.88 man
days and 1.42 woman days of family labour per acre.
10 Royal Commission on Agriculture in India (London, 1927),vol. VI, p. 5.
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in the haveli, the same Gond to the same Lodhi and from father to
son. Till the crop is ready to be cut, he occupies himself in roofing the
house, building up walls, and doing any other odd job that may be
required. Then he assists in the reaping of the crop, and when it is
threshed and harvested, he returns home, having received his food
while he is there, and taking across his shoulders as much grain as he
can get into a kawar load.ll
Of the wheat labourers, or Chaitharas, who came to assist in the
harvest of 7921,,38,857 were enumerated as having been bom
outside of the province. The census was taken in mid-March,
and caught a number of districts at the beginning of the wheat
harvest. ln Hoshangabad 18,812 were recorded as having ar-
rived for the wheat harvest, in fabalpur 74,862.In Hoshangabad
this amounted to twenty-two per cent of the labouring popula-
tion of the district, 12.5 per cent in Jabalpur. Though these
figures will have been affected by the had harvests of that year,
it was also the case that many more tribals from the Satpuras
had yet to arrive.
As early as 7867 the settlement officer of Hoshangabad dis-
trict had described the migration as rather like that of the Irish
crossing'the channel'for the English harvest, and many migr-
ants from the Central Indian States penetrated as far as eastem
Berar where they occupied themselves weeding and picking
during the autumn and winter and either stayed for the spring
harvest in Berar (where as many as 9,000 were enumerated in
1911), or retumed aia the Narmada valley, where the wheat
harvest gave them employment until they retumed home to
prepare their own fields for the ensuing agricultural season.l2
The Jabalpur settlement officer in the late 1880s wrote that'The
Gonds flock with their families at the spring harvest time to the
wheat fields of the'Haveli' to eke out their subsistence by work-
ing as labourers', and claimed that their earnings gave them
food sufficient to life from until the commencement of the rainy
season.13 Jabalpur farmers in fact often grew a crop of the inferior
11 Census of lndia,1901, vol.  XIII ,  p. 215.
tz Census of lndia, 1911, vol. X, pt l, pp. 51ff. Census of lndia, 1.921, vol. Xl,
pt I ,  p. 12.
13 L.R.S. lubbulpore, 1886-94, p. 24.
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kodon grain specffically in order to pay the wages of these la-
bourers-the wheat crop itself being far too valuable to give
away in grain wages-and here as well as in Narsinghpur the
farmers were said to rely entirely on migrant labour for the
embanking of their fields, work which was done at rates much
below those demanded by local labourers.l4 From Balaghat dis-
trict there were a number of reports which spoke of labour
shortage due to'the annual exodus in March and April from the
north of the district to the wheat tracts of Seoni and Mandla',
and to the fact that the tracts of Katangi and Langi sent large
numbers of persons to Berar every year for the cotton picking
after Dasahra. Wages were far higher than in Balaghat and it
was noted that many of the 'jharis (or jungle folk)' stayed up
until the rains in pursuit of casual labour.ls Lr Saugor, Damoh,
Seoni, Mandla and Chhindwara, the annual migration for har-
vest operations was corunon enough to be regarded as rozgar,
or part of the daily avocation, and in Damoh, at the time of the
1891 census, it was reported that 'the forest tribes ' ' ' have ac-
tually deueased, due, it would aPPear, to the drain made on the
southem or hilly part of the district for labourers to reap the
harvest in Jubbulporel5
Except when a specific question was asked about labour
migration in the census/ as occasionally it was, it is not always
possible to distinguishbetween permanent and periodic migra-
tion, especially since labourers might not stay merely for a sea-
son, but for a whole year or even longer, in which case they were
more likely to be enumerated among the permanent workforce
of a district. The C.P. and Berar, being traditionally an under-
populated area, had a large number of immigrants' Estimates
in 1931 based on a plateau district where there were no massive
movements of population suggested that four per cent was a
14 Ibid., p. 12. C.P. Wages Census, 1912, rnemo- by G. Evans, deputy director
of agriculture, Northern Circle, J.B. Fu'ller, Rmiew of Progress in the Central
Prorsinces in the last 30 years, and of the Present and Past Condition of the People
(Nagpur, 1,892), p.3l'
1s Balaghat D.G., p.73.
16 Report on Famine in the Central Prooinces in 1896 and 1892 (Nagpur, 1898),
p.5. Census of India, L891.,Yo1.XL, ptl, p.215.
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TABLE 1
IwrcRanoN rN THE C.P. aNo Bnnan
L881 L931 1881 1931 1881 1931
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fairly normal proportion of casual migrants compared to the
total population. Estimates for many Deccan districts gave com-
bined totals of permanent and casual migration at around the
same level, while at the all-India level roughly ninety-one per
cent on average were shown by censuses between 1881 and 1931
as having been born in the district in which they were enumer-
ated, six per cent being bom in adjacent districts and only three
per cent having migrated further. The central Indian censuses,
however, give totals of casual and permanent migration sig-
nificantly in excess of this (see Table 1).
Amongst other explanations of short-distance migration
across borders, marriage is usually considered of importance,
the bride commonly travelling to the bridegroom's home over
a distance of several miles. There were, indeed, a greater number
of females recorded as having migrated from Hyderabad and
Bombay Presidency into the Berars n 1921. and 1931, but some-
thing like one in six of married males in Berar must have married
a girl from Hyderabad or Bombay presidency if the marriage
explanation were to carry any great weight. More likely this
imbalance was tied in with the labour requirements of agricul-
ture in each region. Occupational statistics demonstrated a pre-
ponderance of females, at a level around seventy-four per cent,
being employed in cotton spinning and other aspects of cotton
processing. They also usually constituted around sixty-six per
cent of the total number of field labourers and were strongly
favoured when it came to employment at cotton harvest time.
Only in longer-distance migration and migration to the big in-
dustrial centres were males substantially in the majority.lT
The 1931 census described two main streams of migration
by that date as follows:
The one comes in a southwesterly direction from the U.P. and the
Cenhal India Agency States, which is caused by the general Poverty
and periodic scarcity in Central India and the iure of good wages and
opportunities for obtaining work in the industrial centres of the C.P.
The other comes in a westerly direction from the Chhattisgarh Plain
17 Census of lndia, 1.931, vol. XII, pt I, pp. 9S-100. Census of lndia, 1901, vol.
X[II, p.240.
District Those born elsewhere
in C.P. as percentage of
district population +
Thoseborn Total
beyondC.P.+ immigrants
Wheat zone:
Saugor
Damoh
]abalpur
Hoshangabad
Narsinghpur
Cotton zone:
Nagpur
Wardha
Amraoti
Akola
Buldana
Yeotmal
Rice zone:
Raipur
Bilaspur
Bhandara
Tribal zone:
Seoni
Chhindwara
Drtul
Malaghat
Chanda
I
I
7
5
10
6
2
^
J
4
6
n
6
J
I
I
/7
2
1
,|
2
t6
1.6
17
1.4
10
1.2
23
26'
18.
1.9.
28.
n
9
8
18
11
n
18
11
9
10
15
71
8
IJ
19
15
15
10
1.1
6
6
8
1a
IJ
8
5
t6
6
1
1
J
1
5
those bom elsewhere in, or beyond, Berar not CP.
the figures for 193L are for the amalgamated province of C.P.
andBent.
Berar, C.P., and C.P. and Berar decennial Census Reports.
J
6
4
A
5
n
T4
9"
7
3
7
6
6
,7
1.7
10
4
17
6
2
5
5
5
6
11
76
11
9
J
11
2
n
6
6
4
9
4
13
10
13
10
J
5
9
17'
11'
1.4'
21'
+
SoURCE:
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division and Bhandara district, which is caused by the poverty of the
not very fertile, land{ocked plain and periodic failure of crops in the
same region, as also the prevalence of a higher standard of wages in
the developed portion of the province.ls
A survey of the cotton industry labour force at Jubbulpore,
Nagpur, Hinganghat, Amraoti and Akola revealed that in fact
the largest portion of migrants (thirty-three per cent) came from
Chhattisgarh. Similarly, the Berar censuses of the nineteenth
century revealed that roughly forty-three per cent of immigrants
came from the east, thirty per cent from Hyderabad and eighteen
per cent from Bombay presidency, while the 1921. census
showed the largest imbalance in migration in the Chhattisgarh
districts of Raipur and Bilaspur, which had a total emigration
of 322,805 and an immigration of 188,073. Among this total were
many out of the 5,000 per annum in the 1900s who went to
Assam to work on the tea plantations. But most retumed after
working out their contracts, and even at its peak,7918-79,migra-
tion to the tea plantations took no more than 31,000 from the
Central Provinces as a whole. By comparison, the Berar districts,
which were less than two hundred miles away, had a total
number of immigrants of 473,559 and 181,155 emigrants re-
corded ir-1927.1e
Between 1911 and 1921 there is evidence of a definite in-
crease in the number of emigrants from Chhattisgarh to the
Maratha plain, partly as a result of bad harvests and the influen-
za epidemic of 1918 but doubtless also affected by the increased
demand from the cotton zone for labour in this period; 27,000
residents of Berar were recorded as having been bom in Chhat-
tisgarh in 1911, and 37,000 rn 192'1,, this being over half of the
total number of immigrants from the east. In the nineteenth
century this total had been running at the level of around 200,000
plus.20 In 1931 emigration statistics were not included in the
census, but the total number of immigrants in Berar had in-
78 Census ofIndia, 1931, vol. XII, pt I, p. 100.
19 Census of Indin, 1927, v ol. XI, pt I, p. 30. Annual Reports on Inland Emigra'
fion. Details of Wardha district migration statistics are to be found in Wardha
D.G.,pp.3ra.
20 This was described as a veritable tide in 1 870s-see Berar Gazetteer, p. 219.
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creased to 449,576.If rn'e assume a mortality rate of forty per
thousand on the immigrant population of 1921,this means there
may have been as many as 215,000 new arrivals over the period
1921-37: possibly an exaggeration, but the figures give an idea
of the continuing scale of the migration phenomenon, and this
despite improving employment opportunities in tribal areas and
in Chhattisgarh with the construction of irrigation works and
the Raipur to Vizianagram railway, Chhattisgarhi irrigation
works in 1927-28, to take just one example, employing 8,600
labourers, most of them rec'uited locally.2l
The migrant was not always landless, but typically a small-
holding tribal or Chhattisgarhi rice cultivator holding only an
acre or two of land.22 For the Chhattisgarhi the prospects were
admirably summarized in the late 1920s by Chhotelal Verma,
the Bilaspur settlement officer:
In a district like Bilaspur, where the opportunities for agricultural
operations are limited only to a part of the year, on account of a large
area being devoted to only one crop, paddy, and the pressure of
population falling heavy on land, small tenants, whose number is
fairly large, take to various other occupations in the non-working
season; those residing in the proximity of Government and Zamindari
forests engage themselves in extracting and carting forest produce;
others find employment on the irrigation works and Public Works
Department roads; some do carting of grain, while the more adven-
turous Satnami emigrates temporarily after each harvest to Calcutta,
Kalimati and other centres of trade, to obtain the best market for his
labour and returns with the beginning of the year to resume agricul-
tural operations. It is not an uncommon sight to see villages denuded
of a large part of their population during January, February, March,
April and May each y"ar,-or, account of the temporary exodus.23
Unlike in Maharashtra, where the kharif rice harvest tended to
be a little later, in Chhattisgarh harvesting began around the
15th of September and was in all cases finished before the 15th
of December. There was no other major croP or winter rice to
27 Census ofIndia, L937, vol. XII, pt I, p. 101.
2 Memo. by C.E. Low, director of agriculture and industries, C.P. Wage
Census,79'1.2.
23 C.P.P.B.E.C.R., vol. 4, pp.97o-17.
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be sown, so until the season for sowing came round again, in
the second week of June, there was little work to be done. Hence
the attractiveness of the so-called'jhari' migration to the Berars,
helping with the cotton picking, which started in November, or
helping with the later wheat harvest in the Narmada valley,
which was over rather more quickly, between the second week
of February and the month of April.2a The slum suburbs of
Hamalpura, Masanganj and Ratanganj around the town of Am-
raoti were inhabited very largely by such migrants, and big and
small settlements such as these were scattered all about the
towns and villages of Nagpur and Berar, Nagpur city itself
growing at a rate of L.4 per cent per annum in the late nineteenth
century.2s
Amongst the Gonds and Bhumias of Eastern Mandla,
Stephen Fuchs has described three categories of tribal labourers.
These began with the barsi or barkhi, who was a Permanent field
servant who worked for a whole year, often in order to pay off
a debt. Then there was the harwaha or ploughman, usually em-
ployed for just one season at a time and paid in kind, though
not enough to feed his family as well. [r a survey of nineteen
villages this category oubrumbered the former by three to one.
Finally there was the bani (banihar) or occasional labourer, who
was paid in kind on a daily basis. Fuchs commented that their
24 This skewed structure of demand for labour in the rice zone was one of
the factors which also made groundnut an unwelcome addition, despite the
efforts of the C.P. agriculture department, and linseed so popular, easily
fitting, as it did, into the slack season of the year. Census of lndia 1921, vol.
XI, pt I ,  p.26. Wardha D.C., p. 137.
T Amr aoti D.G.. p. 359. L.R.S. N agpur 1 890-95, p. 27. Mr Balkrishna L. Ba put,
Deputy Educational Inspector, commented; 'As proof of the gradually in-
creasing demand for labour for agriculfural purPoses, one may easily observe
clusters of little houses which during the last fifteen years or so, have grown
up on the outskirts of every village in the mofussil. These are the habitations
of immigrant labourers who once came seeking labour for a season, but who,
finding enough of what they sought for, and probably, on their terms, have
permanently settled in the provinces. ln some cases a hundred families of
such immigrants have thus been added to the labouring population of a
village.' (Dufferin) Enquiry into the Conilition of the Agricultural Classes of India
(Calcutta, 1888), pp. 4G-1.
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numbers were not great, but that yearly epidemics among cattle
reduced many to tiis status, from which it was extremely dif-
ficult to t"gul., the position of tenant or landowner.25 Similar
categories amongst tribal labourers were also described for other
of th"e Satpura plateau districts in the late nineteenth and early
twentiettrcenturies. In Balaghat the permanent farm servants
were known as barsias, and servants hired on a monthly basis
were called mahinhias, a similar nomenclature also being found
in the Betul district where the terms hnrwaha and barsalia were
used to describe the permanent servant, malnntia those em-
ployedbythemonth.baniharorrozinabeingthenamesfordaily
iuUorrrett.tt La Seoni, farm servants were sometimes engaged on
a balin or share basis at a rate of one-fifth of the crop, this form
of payment being even more Prevalent in Chhattisgarh, the large
.,t-b". of smallholdings here making the roles of tenant anc
labourer several times interchangeable----trop-sharing labourers
here goingby the name of saoniia'z\ Step by steP, more and more
Gondcult ivatorsintheSatpuratr ibalbeltwerebeingpushed
into these categories of temporary labouring as was exq!^1ed
byR.A.B.Chapman,theSeonidistr ictcommissionerin1906:
The Gond aPPears unable to retain the good Iand in his possessiort
and as ,oor,'ui his holding begins to produce anything likevaluable
..opr, rr" falls back into th-e r*itiott of a farm-labourer and his fields
t".'.it"" pass to others to whom he has become indebted' The bulk
of the Gond population are labourers ' ' ' Till lately they were always
ouia i" nna, Uut with the great rise which has lately taken place in
in" 
""f"" of wheat, 
there is=a tendency now for payments in.kind to
be commuted into cash. At the time of cutting of the wheat harvest'
thereisalwaysagreatmovementamonSthelabouringclasses.Like
the hop-pick"r, uiho^", whole families will travel long-distances to
plu."r'*'hu.u plenty of harvesting is going on ' ' ' A considerable num-
t". . . . have emigrated.2e
26 Stephen Fuchs, The Gonil and Bhumia of Eastern Mandla (Bombay, 1950),
pp. SS-i00, see also Mandla D.G-, p.740'
'"' Bologho, D.G.,pp.1924; Betit D'G', p'L'2;-Chhindwara D'G'' P'1?4
28l:to;io.c., p. ift. C.P.P.B'E.c'R' , vol. 4, p' 866 (evidence of w'B' Lakhe'
PleaderandHon.Sec.,Co-op.CentralBankLtd,Raipur) .Bi laspurD.G. '
pp.157-9.
' '  2e Seoni D.G., PP' 11F14.
i r
t',t{
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Estimating the remuneration received by these labourers rs
a difficult matter as the sources are numerous, ill-defined and
sometimes contradictoy, but there is no doubt that higher
wages were obtainable in the lowlands, especially in the cotton
zone after 1891, than was available either in Chhattisgarh or the
tribal belt. The c.P. administration reports, the series of prices
andwages inlndia (from 1873), volume B of the districtgazetteers
and the wages census conducted after 1910 suggest that wages
in the Chhattisgarh district of Bilaspur in cash or kind were
equivalent to about one anna six pice a day, or much less in rural
areas where food and clothing only might be provided-this
was about half the rate being paid for unskilled labour in the
Nagpur-Berar plain or the Narmada valley in the 1g70s and
1880s. By 1910 the wages cited in the C.p. wage census for the
principal tahsil of eaeh district were in Bilaspur slightly in-
creased to two annas a day, when paid in cashlbut were most
often paid in kind, the three seers of grain received being worth
no more than one anna six pice. Wages in the central Narmada
valley, in Hoshangabad, were unchanged at four eurnas a day,
whereas in the Berar district of Akola, wages as high as five
lllas might be paid, or six seers of grain worth six annas. By1923 wages everywhere had doubled, but this was a generally
lagged response to grain price inflation. Three seerJof grain
were still the standard wage in Bilaspur, but now worth ihree
to four annas. Lr the central Narmada valley, cash wages were
higher (from four to ten annas), but grain payments were rough-
ly the same, indeed cash wages would have been lower butlor
the exceptional demand for labourers to assist the neighbouring
cotton cultivators in Nimar. hr tribal areas only half these ratei
mightbe paid. In Berar, though, the standard wage for a number
of years ranged from five annas to as high as twelve annas a
d"y.
- -]Iowever, although wages in the lowlands were higher, it isdifficult to find evidence that they increased at a rate anything
like comparable to the growth of agricultural surpluses and the
extension of cultivation, particularly when rises in the cost of
living are taken into account. tn Nagpur the cash value of the
wages of agricultural labour was thought to be Rs 5 a month in
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187&-+vidently a hangover from the American Civil War Cot-
ton boom. h 1881 this fell to Rs 4, remaining at this level until
1891. Thereafter it rose to Rs 5 again, reaching Rs $-12 by 1903.30
At this date the Nagpur commissioner was able to comment on
a real improvement in the labourer's position, but the increase
was partly due to the fatal impact of famine at the turn of the
century and after 1905 the upward trend ceased, the commis-
sioner of Amraoti expressing his belief that wages in Berar by
1910 were little changed by comparison with 1870, though in-
creasingly paid in cash, rather than in kjnd.31
Women were preferred for cotton picking simply because
they could be paid less, it usually taking three to five pickings
completely to clear a crop.32 At the first picking the wage was
two annasperdiem and atthe second and third itwas themoney
equivalent of a wage in kind, roughly four to four and one half
annas for every maund of fifteen seers (three hundred lbs) pick-
ed. After this wages fell and at the fourth and fifth picking only
two annas a day were earned.luar and other crops were sown
by men at a rate of pay of from four to six annas a day,cutting,
stacking and threshingbeing done on contractby men on abasis
of two to two and one half kuros (one kzro=sixteen seers) for
every tffin (fow acres) reaped, or sometimes twenty-four seers
for every khandi of 320 seers harvested. The ears were separated
from the stalks by women being paid a basketful of ears (value
about four and a half aruras) per day.33 J.B. Fuller in his review
of progress in the Central Provinces lr.1,892 also noted a rise in
wages in the cotton zone, but he was less sanguine about the
rates paid in the Narmada valley for the harvesting of grain,
which could go as low as twenty lbs per acre harvested, com-
pared with thirty to forty lbs (the minimum contract) in the
Nagpur country. The permanent farm servant he then believed
to be paid 1,440 lbs per annum compared with 1,200 lbs sixty
s See Wardha D.G., p. 193 and K.L. Datta, Report on the Enquiry into the
Rise of Prices in lnilia, 5 vols. (Calcutta, l9l4), pp. 25, 215 and 235.
31 Amraoti D.G., pp. Ba-S.
32 The preference for female labour was also unchanged since the American
Civil War-see Berar Gazetteer, p. 68.
B Amraoti D.G., pp. 23+-5.
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yearsbefore at the time of RichardJenkins'report on the Nagpur
kingdom. By the 1890s, he estimated, something like fifty-seven
per cent of the wage-eaming classes were dependent on daily
hire. This class had generally lost ground 'in localities where
agriculture has become ancillary to trade, and custom and sen-
timent are sacrificed to profit. Chief among these localities is the
Hoshangabad district, where a casual labourer now receives
from four and a quarter to five and a quarter lbs. a day, against
six and a quarter lbs. at last settlement.'s By way of confirma-
tion, the rate for unskilled labour hired on the railway between
Burhanpur and Jabalpur was quoted as being typically as low
as two to four annas a day in 1888, and this was a peak year for
the wheat export trade.3s
Despite the doubling of nominal wages by 1923, compared
with their level in 1910, this does not compare well with a
seventy-eight per cent increase in the wholesale price of wheat
and other goods in the Nagpur market, prices which peaked at
more than two and a half times the 1910 level between 1.917 and
L92L and again at twice their 1910 level n 1,924-2i And these
were the years when cotton cultivators in the Nagpur-Berar
plain were on average making 'profits' of about Rs 1000 per
.rnnum. It was also the case that whenever the demand for
agricultural exports slackened, the agricultural labourers were
the first to feel the pinch, wages falling first in areas (such as the
cotton zone) where they had formerly risen most.s Typically,
employers would only take on groups of labourers on contract
whenever there was a slump, the point being that these contracts
specified a piece rate rather than payment by head or by the
number of hours worked, thus ensuring the farmer an increased
g 
;.8. Fuller, Rnieut of Progress in the Central Proainces in the last 30 yurs,
andof thePresent andPast Conditionof thePeople (Nagpur, IS92),p.51. Details
of off-farm income and the costs of Chaitara labour in Jabalpur dishict are
given in C.P.P.B.E.C.R., vol. tr, pp.217-279.
3s C.P.R.D. Comps, Mr Riddell, Acting Dist. Engineer G.I.P. Co. to J.B.
Fuller, Comm. Sett. and Agric., 20 June 1888, and |.8. Barton, Resident En-
gineer . . . Flarda, to I.B. Fuller, 18 June 1888.
zs C.P.p.n.E.C.R., vol. I, p. 135. Census of lnilia,1.93L,vol. XII, pt I, pp.l6-L7
and pp. 61.-2, Census of lndia, 1921,,vol. XI, pt I, pp.7-9.
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return for his money. When famine struck the conditions of
employment changed more rapidly:
The ordinary field labourer depends a great deal on harvest earnings,
and if one locality does not offer harvest wages he will move to another
which does. The two great movements of the labourers of the province
. . . are those of the people from the south of the province to Berar in
November-December to reap the cotton and juar crops, and the de.
scent of the inhabitants of the upland tracts in March-April to reap
the wheat crop of the Nerbudda valley. These movements are in
ordinary times most salutary; but when famine comes and there are
short crops to be reaped, the migration of labourers is a source of
much embarrassment. In 1896 this exodus of people from the Wain-
ganga Districts to Berar in search of harvesting employment resulted
in the districts of Wardha and Nagpur being overrun with crowds of
wanderers, some pressing on to their imaginary land of promise,
others struggling back empty handed and starving unable to support
themselves or to refurn to their homes.37
While the major landowning caste of the Brahmins experienced
a 0.3 per cent increase in their population over this period be-
tween 1891 and 1910, the Gonds suffered a 77.3 per cent decline,
and the Mahars (or Mehras), a traditional labouring caste in
Nagpur and the Narmada valley, suffered a six per cent decline
in their numbers. This was partly due to local differences in the
severity of famine: Betul was especially badly hit with the Korku
tribal population being cut by forty-three per cent (either by
death or migration), and the rice-growing Bilaspur district was
also badly affected, the almost complete absence of decent gov-
emment famine relief in some of these backward areas greatly
exacerbating the problem.38 Berar, by contrast, did not experi-
ence anything like the extent of crop failure seen elsewhere.
37 Report on the Famine in the C.P. in 1899-1900 (Nagpur, 1901), p.2a.
38 British famine reports, being designed to prove that the administration
was not responsible for deaths by starvation (indeed, that these deaths never
actually occurred), often disguise more than they reveal. For a good first-hand
impression of the reality of famine in underdeveloped parts of central India,
see the earlier reports of F.H.S. Merewether in A Tour Through the Famine
Districts of India (London, 198). For a summary of the census statistics on the
impact of the famines on the labouring population as a whole (as nearly as
this could be estimated) see L.R.S. Saugar,1887-97, p.38.
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However independent of the vagaries of charity and the local
harvest, cultivators in the tribal and rice-growing areas suffered
in addition from the failure of harvests in other tracts since
migrant labour was an integral part of their subsistence base.3e
Hence R.H. Craddock reported:
The aborigines of Betul . . . lost not only the millet crops, but also their
harvest earnings, for there was no cotton or juar worth mentioning in
the neighbouring tracts of Berar. The enormous labouring population
of Chhattisgarh, most of whom are usually paid for their work in a
share of the produce, received nothing; the labourers of the Wainganga
rice districts had little or no traruplanting or weeding to carry them
tLrough the rains and no rice crop to harvest at the end. The cultivators
of these same rice tracts in only comparatively few cases had their
seed refurned to them . . . At a recent census taken of two crowded
works in Raipur, twenty per cent were cultivators.40
Distress amongst the Chaitharas was similarly observed in the
Lakhnadon tahsil in Seoni district, and again when the harvest
failed in Jabalpur, Saugor and Damoh districts in 1928 and
1929.41Although wage rates sometimes rose as a result of fam-
ine, the effect was comparatively shortJived and would hardly
compensate a labouring family for the loss of one or more of its
eaming members. Likewise, the onset of depression in the world
economy after 1929 hit the demand for cotton, and the migrant
labourqr in Berar was among the first to be affected. The Buldana
district commissioner noted a 'substantial reduction' in the
movements of labourers and observed that many families who
had migrated from the Bombay Presidency and Hyderabad, and
3e L,R,S. Narsinghpur, 1885-94, p.26.
40 R.A.C. Procs.,3 February 1900, no. 5, pp.4O-1, R.H. Craddock to Sec. to
G. of I. During these years of distress migration to Assam also greatly in-
creased, 28.2 per cent of recruits for Assam coming from the C.P. in 1896,37
7 per cent in 1900 and 39.2 per cent in 1901-this compares with only 5.6 per
cent in 1894, (children are excluded from these totals). See Annual Reports on
lnlanil Emigration and Annual Reports on Labour lmmigtation into Assam (Cal-
cutta), and Report of the Royal Commission on Inbour in India (London, 1931)
(P.P. 1930 21. XI. p.571, Cmnd.3883).
47 Census of India,'1931, vol. XII, pt I, p. 39. R.A.C. Procs., Jan. April 190O
no. 5, P. 41, R.H. Graddock to Sec. to G. of I., 3 February 1900.
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whose arrival was recorded in the 1921 census, were now
moving back again, while the Wardha district commissioner
noted the return of migrants to the forests of Chanda.az By 1939
the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research report on costs of
production revealed the wages of hired male and female labour
in Berar (excluding children) to be as low as Rs 2.8, rising to a
maximum of Rs 7.5 per month-rates not very different from
those paid in 186f70. However, during the years of depression,
19304'1,, the cost of living had also tumbled dramatically, one
index of the cost of living of industrial workers in Nagpur and
Jabalpur indicating that price levels had fallen back to the level
at which they had been in 1914, the cost of living staying at this
level for most of the decade. To those in employment this was
a great boon after the years of astronomical inflation they had
experienced in between, but work was short and wages were
cut and if one looked at the total income of the smallholding
family, used to every member, men/ women and children, con-
tributing something, it is likely that we would find an overall
deterioration in their condition.43
CoNctusIoN
Economic growth in the wheat and cotton zones thus clearly
extended the employment opportunities of those resident in the
more backward tribal and rice-growing areas, but the rates of
remuneration do not seem to have been high enough in them-
42 Census ofIndia, 193L, vol. XII, pt I, pp. 434.
43 Imperial Council of Agricultural Research , Report on the Cost of Production
of Crops in the Principal Sugarcane and Cotton Tracts in India (Delhl 1938-39),
vol. MI. Index Numbers Showing thz Changes in the Cost of Liaing of hrdustrial
Workers of Nagpur and lubbulpore, C.P. Dept. of lndustries (Nagpur, 1919 to
1952). Further confirmation is available from the survey conducted by the
C.P.P.B.E.C.R. in 1929, which found the aaerage wage in cash and grain of
family of farm servants and agricultural labourers was only Rs 151. This sum
would typically have to feed five members of the family for 365 days of the
year-{..P.P.B.E.C.R., vol. I, p. 89. The income and condition of an evidently
fairly well-todo Chaithara of the Seoni district is described invol.2., p. 643.
Details of the off-farm earnings of a Betul smallholder are given on p 591.
__
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selves to dent it aoy way the underdevelopment from which
they suffered. It is, of course, unproven what the course of
development might have been in tribal central India in the com-
plete absence of this relationship; however, there are other as-
pects beyond straight remuneration, such as the expropriation
of tribal lands by non-tribals, the destruction of forests and the
disintegration of social cohesion and formerly effective methods
of land control, suggesting that the interaction of developed and
underdeveloped went beyond passive symbiosis and had a
number of positively damaging effects. Lr explaining these ef-
fects the notion of a distinct tribal form of economy, rooted in
an ideology of egalitarianism and which was peculiar to the
more backward tribal and rice-growing areas, has a useful role
to play. The idea of a conflict of rationalities between this tribai
economic system and that of the lowlands, with which the cap-
italist-oriented colonial govemment was most at ease, helps
explain the failure of colonial administration in these areas, a
failure which might otherwise be put down to wilful racial
chauvinism. This failure manifested itself in the progressive
marginalization of cultivators and the creation of a dependence
on migrant labour, despite the presence of other positive de-
velopments in the tribal and rice zones, such as the growth of
population, the improvement of communications and an in-
crease of trade. The procedure of breaking down the whole of
central lndia into discrete agro-economic zones, analysing the
relationship between developed and backward zones as well as
the different pattems of growth in each, and the construction of
a notion of a tribal form of economy, is also useful because it
avoids cliched essentialist debate-such as whether Indian agri-
culture is locked in a state of Semi-Feudalism (a /a Bhaduri), or
languishes as a peripheral social formation within capitalism
viewed as a world system (a la Frank). Such categories of ana-
lysis are implicit in m4ny a political prograrrune or research
proposal, but there are clearly other exploitations beyond the
inter-class and the intemational and these must be looked at
afresh if history is to throw off the role of 'sweeper' to the social
sciences. In the case of central India the scale of rnigrant labour
we have described here is clearly an important phenomenon of
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inter-regional exploitation which must be taken into account in
the historiography of the region.
As far as the more developed wheat and cotton zones of the
lowlands were concerned the presence of backward reserves of
cheap grain and labour proved an advantage, assisting rapid
growth that otherwise might not have taken place. Colonial land
policy itself had very different effects here, dependent partly on
the pre-existing class structure of each zone. This point illus-
trates the second main theme i. 
-y 
research which has con-
cerned the relative merits of what may be loosely termed
demand-side and supply-side economics in explaining the his-
torical experience of development. It can clearly be shown that
the development of the Narmada valley wheat zone was fun-
damentally stymied by the colonial govemment's encourage-
ment of high landlordism in the shape of the malguzar.The soil,
lesser tenantry and migrant labourers were over-exploited and
the absence of any reinvestment caused the late nineteenth-cen-
tury wheat boom to grind to a halt after only a few decades. The
lower level of differentiation among the peasantry of the cotton-
growing Nagpur-Berar region, however, made it far less amen-
able to a malguzari settlement policy and the results were more
propitious. There were also far greater reserves of capital within
the credit system due to the presence of princely kingdoms
which held together key mercantile groups during the 'time of
troubles' in the early nineteenth century. In the area of Berar
there was a fairly successful ryotwari settlement which put
ownership within the reach of most cultivators, thus also assist-
ing the flow of capital, and in Nimar district a passable ryotwari
system was established out of the remains of the discredited
malguzari policy. Markets here were not'free'but regulated by
the State, thus encouraging a more comPetitive credit system
and allowing greater opportunity to cultivators, who leamt to
profit by leasing-in and by investment in improved cultivating
techniques, and had less need to rely on depressed wages and
supra-economic coercion-as was the case in the Narmada val-
ley. The result was a steady growth which was brought to an
end not by natural calamity or intemal contradictions but pri-
marily by the onset of depression in the intemational economy
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after 1930. Thus although tribals, migrants and other labourers
were generally in a structurally disadvantaged position, they
could be more or less efficiently exploited depending on the
local character of the economy with which they were involved.
Clearly some did have the chance to improve themselves (as
well as others) by migrating to the cotton zone, but by contrast
the super-exploitation of the wheat zone proved in the long run
to be of little advantage to anyone.
In sum, therefore, any combination of evidence regarding
solely resource availability and the growth of opportunities for
risk-taking via the development of markets and communica-
tions remains unsatisfactory if we are to account for the differen-
tial nature of economic growth in different agro-economic zones,
as well as the relationship between developed and underde-
veloped regional economies. Empirical evidence of changing
patterns of distribution (described in other discourses as 'the
social relations of production' or simply 'class structure'), and
particularly evidence regarding the supply and mobilization of
labour-itself a consequence of changing pattems of land con-
trol and surplus appropriation-must be an essential ingredient
in any economic history thatwishes to advancebeyond the mere
rhetoric of received theory. Above all, the regional character of
economic development must be taken into account. It is always
possible to find local models of economic success under colonial
rule, but no theory of class and development can be adequately
constructed without due attention to such wider phenomena as
the growth of inter-regional migration and trade.
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